We revisit the problem of the formation of dense protostellar cores due to ambipolar diffusion within magnetically supported molecular clouds, and derive an analytical expression for the core formation timescale. The resulting expression is similar to the canonical expression ≃ τ 2 ff /τ ni ∼ 10τ ff (where τ ff is the free-fall time and τ ni is the neutral-ion collision time), except that it is multiplied by a numerical factor C(µ c0 ), where µ c0 is the initial central mass-to-flux ratio normalized to the critical value for gravitational collapse. C(µ c0 ) is typically ∼ 1 in highly subcritical clouds (µ c0 ≪ 1), although certain conditions allow C(µ c0 ) ≫ 1. For clouds that are not highly subcritical, C(µ c0 ) can be much less than unity, with C(µ c0 ) → 0 for µ c0 → 1, significantly reducing the time required to form a supercritical core. This, along with recent observations of clouds with mass-to-flux ratios close to the critical value, may reconcile the results of ambipolar diffusion models with statistical analyses of cores and YSO's which suggest an evolutionary timescale ∼ 1 Myr for objects of mean density ∼ 10 4 cm −3 . We compare our analytical relation to the results of numerical simulations, and also discuss the effects of dust grains on the core formation timescale.
INTRODUCTION
Ambipolar diffusion, the drift of neutral matter with respect to magnetic field and plasma, was put forth by Mestel & Spitzer (1956) as a means by which magnetic flux can escape from interstellar clouds and thereby induce overall collapse and fragmentation. To explain the well-known inefficiency of star formation, Mouschovias (1976 Mouschovias ( , 1977 Mouschovias ( , 1978 proposed instead that, rather than reduce the flux of a cloud as a whole, ambipolar diffusion gravitationally redistributes matter within the central flux tubes of a magnetically supported cloud. He further suggested (Mouschovias 1979 (Mouschovias , 1982 that the formation of cores would occur on the ambipolar diffusion timescale τ AD ≃ τ 2 ff /τ ni , where τ ff and τ ni are respectively, the free-fall and neutral-ion collision times (discussion is also provided in Mouschovias 1987; McKee et al. 1993; Galli & Shu 1993; and Mouschovias & Ciolek 1999) . For typical ion abundances within molecular clouds (e.g., Guélin, Langer, & Wilson 1982; Langer 1985; McKee 1989; Ciolek & Mouschovias 1994 , one finds τ AD ∼ 10 τ ff over a wide range of densities.
Numerical simulations in axisymmetric (Fiedler & Mouschovias 1993 ) and disk-like (Ciolek & Mouschovias 1994 [CM94], 1995 Basu & Mouschovias 1994 [BM94] , 1995a, b) model clouds confirmed the theoretical scenario described above.
No magnetic flux leaked out of these model clouds, while in the interior flux tubes supercritical cores formed through ambipolar diffusion; core-envelope separation ensued, in which dense cores collapsed dynamically while embedded in massive, magnetically supported (subcritical) envelopes. For highly subcritical model clouds (i.e., with initial central massto-flux ratio less than 1/e times the critical value), cores did indeed form (i.e., the central mass-to-flux ratio reached the critical value) on a timescale t core ≃ the initial central flux-loss time τ Φ,c0 = τ AD,c0 /2 (e.g., CM94, § 3; BM94, § 4). However, model clouds that had initial central mass-to-flux ratios (M/Φ B ) c0 that were less subcritical formed in a time t core significantly less than τ Φ,c0 (e.g., model 5 of Basu & Mouschovias 1995b ). This was also true for the recent model presented by Ciolek & Basu (2000; CB00) , which successfully reproduced observations of the mass and velocity structure within the L1544 prestellar core. For this model µ c0 = 0.8, where
crit is the initial central mass-to-flux ratio in units of the critical value for gravitational collapse, and t core was found to be ≃ 0.2τ Φ,c0 . This suggests that t core is dependent on the value of µ c0 . In this paper we derive an analytical relation for t core (µ c0 ) that is accurate for all subcritical clouds (i.e., µ c0 ≤ 1). In addition to its general theoretical interest, this investigation is particularly timely, given that a recent compilation of magnetic field strength data (Crutcher 1999) shows that many clouds have massto-flux ratios close to the critical value, and some recent statistical studies of ages and lifetimes of protostellar cores and young stellar objects which seem to indicate that star formation can occur on a timescale ∼ 1 Myr (e.g., Lee & Myers 1999; Jijina, Myers, & Adams 1999) within objects of mean density ∼ 10 4 cm −3 ; that is, it occurs in ∼ few τ ff rather than ∼ 10 τ ff at these densities. Our general results in this paper (as well as the specific case presented in CB00) show that these inferred lifetimes are compatible with the observed regions being slightly subcritical and evolving due to ambipolar diffusion, in addition to the possibility that they are already somewhat supercritical and evolving dynamically.
DERIVATION OF THE CORE FORMATION

TIMESCALE
The fundamental equations we use were developed for disk-like model molecular clouds (using a cylindrical polar coordinate system r, φ, z), and were presented in § 3 of Ciolek & Mouschovias (1993; CM93) and § 2 of BM94; the results we derive here can be generalized to other geometries in a straightforward manner. Model clouds are isothermal, embedded in an external medium with constant pressure P ext , and contain neutral molecules and atoms (H 2 with a cosmic abundance of He), trace amounts of ions (atomic and molecular), electrons, and charged and neutral dust grains. The clouds are self-gravitating and magnetically supported, with µ c0 ≤ 1.
As in Ciolek & Mouschovias (1996; CM96) we start by considering the motion of a neutral fluid element in a flux tube centered on the axis of symmetry (r = 0) containing mass M and magnetic flux Φ B and intersecting the equatorial plane at a Lagrangian radius r M (t). In a frame moving with the neutrals,
where B z is the magnetic field and v D ≡ v i − v n is the radial ion-neutral drift velocity; v n = dr M /dt is the neutral velocity and v i is the ion velocity. In deriving this equation we have used the magnetic induction equation
The induction equation reflects the freezing of magnetic flux in the ions, which is valid for the typical density regime in which cores form (n n ∼ < 10 5 cm −3 ; see § 3.1.2 of CM93). Core formation takes place in the innermost flux tubes of a cloud, and so we consider equation (1) in the limit r M → 0. The numerical simulations cited in § 1 found that B z was spatially uniform in this limit, therefore we may take Φ B ≃ πB z r 2
M
. Inserting this relation into equation (1), and dividing both sides by (M/Φ B ) crit , yields
.
Ambipolar diffusion in the central flux tubes results in v D > 0, which means that plasma and magnetic flux are "left behind" as neutrals drift inward toward the symmetry axis (due to self-gravity, see below), and equation (2) shows that the dimensionless central mass-to-flux ratio µ c will increase with an instantaneous e-folding timescale
. Given the definition of the ambipolar diffusion timescale τ AD ≡ r/v D (e.g., Spitzer 1978, § 13.3e; Mouschovias 1979) , it immediately follows that τ Φ,c = τ AD,c /2. The behavior of τ Φ,c during the evolution of various cloud models is depicted in figures 2d and 4d of CM94, and figures 2c and 6c of BM94; examination of these figures indicates that τ Φ,c normally decreases as a cloud evolves (i.e., as µ c increases with time). A supercritical core exists for µ c ≥ 1. Core formation occurs at a time t core when µ c (t core ) = 1. Integrating equation (2) from t = 0 to t = t core gives
Thus, we may write
where
and τ Φ,c0 ≡ τ Φ,c (µ c0 ). The factor C(µ c0 ) defined in equations (4a) and (4b) is the initial flux constant of a cloud. In a sense, it is a measure of the "distance a cloud has to go" in its central mass-to-flux ratio to attain the critical state µ c = 1, given a particular initial value µ c0 . The "closer" µ c0 is to unity, the smaller we expect C(µ c0 ) to be. Since τ Φ,c (µ c ) ≤ τ Φ,c0 for µ c ≥ µ c0 (as noted above), equation (4b) provides the limiting relation
Thus, C(µ c0 ) → 0 as µ c0 → 1.
To proceed further, we need an expression for τ Φ,c (µ c ) to evaluate the integral in equations (3) and (4b). This can be obtained from the force equation (per unit area) for the neutrals, which is given by equations (28a)-(28c) and (50) of CM93. In the next subsection we first consider models that account only for neutral-ion collisions and neglect the friction due to grains. The effect of neutral-grain collisions are then discussed in the following subsection.
Clouds With Only Neutral-Ion Collisions
The numerical simulations referred to in § 1 generally found that the evolution during the core formation epoch is quasistatic, with little or no acceleration of the neutral particles. Ignoring the acceleration of the neutrals, as well as thermal pressure stresses (which are also negligible at these densities and lengthscales), the evolution of the neutrals is determined by a balance between gravitational and collisional forces:
where σ n is the mass column density of the neutrals, g r is the radial gravitational field, and τ ni is the neutral-ion collision (momentum exchange) time. Solving this equation, we find v D = τ ni |g r |. Whence, again in the limit r M → 0,
where τ gr ≡ (r/|g r |) 1/2 is the gravitational contraction timescale (Ciolek & Königl 1998) , which is ≃ τ ff . (Note: in both CM94 and BM94, τ gr is referred to as the dynamical timescale τ dyn .)
For τ gr we may write
where G is the gravitational constant, m n is the mean mass of a neutral particle (= 2.33 amu for an H 2 gas with a cosmic helium abundance), and A geo is a numerical constant that is solely dependent on the assumed geometry of a model cloud. For most geometries, A 1/2 geo ≈ 1. The neutral-ion collision time is expressed as
where m H 2 and m i are the masses of H 2 molecules and ions, respectively, n i is the ion density, and σw in is the ion-neutral collisional rate, which is ≃ 1.7 × 10 −9 cm 3 s −1 for H 2 -Na + and H 2 -HCO + collisions (McDaniel & Mason 1973) . The factor 1.4 in equation (9) accounts for the fact that the inertial effect of helium is neglected in the neutral-ion collisional force; for further discussion on this point we refer the reader to § 2.1 of Mouschovias & Ciolek (1999) .
Finally, we parameterize the central ion density through the relation n i,c ∝ n k n,c , where, in this analysis, we assume that k is a constant. Strictly speaking, k = k(n n,c ), with 0.5 ≤ k ∼ < 1 for densities n n,c ∼ < 10 5 cm −3 , as shown in numerical simulations (CM94) and analytical studies of the effect of ambipolar diffusion on ion abundances in contracting cores (Ciolek & Mouschovias 1998) . However, as we shall see below, our neglect of the dependence of k on the density leads to only a minor error in the calculation of the integral in equation (4b). Combining this relation with equations (7), (8), and (9), and using our parameterization for n i,c (n n,c ) discussed above, yields
Our remaining task is to determine n n,c (µ c ). In the disk model clouds, the mass density ρ n (r) [= m n n n (r)] is related to the column density σ n (r) in a magnetic flux tube through balance of thermalpressure forces and self-gravity along the z-direction (i.e., along the direction of the magnetic field):
C being the isothermal speed of sound (for a derivation, see § 3.1.1 of CM93). It then follows that n n,c0 n n,c = P ext + 1
whereP ext ≡ 2P ext /πGσ 2 n,c0 is the dimensionless external pressure, in units of the initial selfgravitational stress in the central flux tube. Now, in the limit r M → 0, (M/Φ B ) c = σ n,c /B z,c , and, therefore,
(13) In the last equality in equation (13) we have used the fact that the central magnetic field strength B z,c changes very little during the core formation epoch (Fiedler & Mouschovias 1993; CM94; BM94) . That is, during this stage of evolution, ambipolar diffusion allows magnetic field lines to remain essentially "fixed in place" (Mouschovias 1978 (Mouschovias , 1979 . Inserting equation (13) into (12), and then substituting into (10) and (4b), we have
where y ≡ µ c /µ c0 . For a given value ofP ext , C(µ c0 ) can be obtained by integration of equation (14). Note that for k = 1, equation (14) readily yields
regardless of the value ofP ext . Similarly, for the case k = 1/2, the integral (14) has the solution
(16) The previously published model clouds cited in § 1 typically adopted a valueP ext = 0.1, appropriate for an isolated, gravitationally bound cloud. For such models the integral (14) may be solved by taking the limitP ext → 0, yielding
(for k = 1/2, this expression is also easily obtained from eq.
[16] in the same limit), and for k = 1, C(µ c0 ) is given by (15) above. Figure 1 shows C(µ c0 ) as a function of µ c0 , for models withP ext = 0.1 and k = 0.5, 0.6, 0.75, and 1.0, respectively. The solid lines are the solutions given by equations (15) and (17), which assumeP ext = 0. The curves with crosses, for the models with k = 0.5, 0.6, and 0.75, represent the solution forP ext = 0.1, obtained from equation (14) or direct numerical integration. Examination of this figure reveals that the analytical approximation (17) for these smallP ext models is in excellent agreement with the exact integration. Also shown in Figure 1 are the results for C(µ c0 ) = t core /τ Φ,c0 as found in some of our earlier published core formation and collapse numerical simulations: model A of CM94 (P ext = 0.1, µ c0 = 0.26, k ≃ 0.65 -see Fig. 2c of CM94), model 2 of BM94 (P ext = 0.1, µ c0 = 0.324, k = 0.5), model 5 of BM95b (P ext = 0.1, µ c0 = 0.5, k = 0.5), and the L1544 model of CB00
Comparison of the values found in the numerical simulations with those derived from our expressions for C(µ c0 ) (eqs.
[14]- [17] ) also show excellent agreement.
Notice that, for highly subcritical clouds (µ c0 ≪ 1), C(µ c0 ) ∼ 1 for most realistic values of k. Hence, for these clouds, t core ≈ τ Φ,c0 , as originally argued by Mouschovias (1979 Mouschovias ( , 1982 . Models with k ≃ 1 and µ c0 ≪ 1 are an exception: for these models τ Φ,c0 does not decrease with increasing density, since the degree of ionization x i,c = n i,c /n n,c ∝ n k−1 n,c in the central flux tubes remains essentially constant as the cloud evolves. Under these conditions, τ Φ,c0 is a true efolding timescale.
However, C(µ c0 ) ≪ 1 as µ c0 approaches unity, for all values of k. This region is of particular interest, given the recent OH Zeeman observations of magnetic field strengths in dense molecular cloud gas by Crutcher (1999) . The estimated mass-to-flux ratios are close enough to the critical value that a clear observational distinction between subcritical and supercritical cores cannot be made. However, when the likely effects of random orientations of cloud axes and magnetic field projections on the plane of the sky are accounted for, Crutcher's inferred values are consistent with 0.5 ∼ < µ c ∼ < 1.5 (e.g., see Table 1 of Shu et al. 1999 ). Although his sample undoubtedly contains some cores that have already become supercritical (and therefore are in the early stages of collapse), these values may also be indicative of µ c0 for typical star-forming molecular clouds. In this case, clouds may often be subcritical (and magnetically supported), but only moderately so. 3 From equations (15) -(17) it follows that, for (1 − µ c0 ) ≪ 1, C(µ c0 ) ≃ 1 − µ c0 . Hence, C(µ c0 ) ≪ 1 will be expected to occur for clouds with µ c0 values in the range suggested by the Crutcher (1999) data. This means that clouds with these values of µ c0 will evolve and form cores by ambipolar diffusion on a timescale much less than τ Φ,c0 .
Let us evaluate the magnitude of this effect numerically. From equations (7), (8), and (9) we find
where we have normalized x i,c0 to a value typical for cosmic-ray ionized gas at density n ≃ 10 4 cm −3 . Since, according to our results displayed in Figure  1 , C(µ c0 ) ∼ < 0.5 for clouds with µ c0 ∼ > 0.5, we conclude from equations (4a) and (18) that t core ∼ < 4
Myr for moderately subcritical clouds. This effect had already been seen in the L1544 model of CB00, which had µ c0 = 0.8, resulting in C(µ c0 ) = 0.2, and t core = 1. We also note that the much longer lifetimes of a few × 10 7 yr for giant molecular clouds as a whole can be accounted for by their lower mean density, yielding a higher ionization fraction x i , particularly when ionization due to background ultraviolet starlight is accounted for (e.g., Ciolek & Mouschovias 1995) . The higher values of x i can greatly extend the lifetime of lower density regions even if the mass-to-flux ratio is close to critical.
In the limitP ext ≫ 1, corresponding to model clouds situated in a high-pressure external medium, appropriate for cloud fragments or sheets located in a dense or massive cluster or cloud complex, or in a particularly hot medium or intense radiation field (perhaps suitable for proplyds), the integral in equation (14) is found in the limitP ext → ∞ to be the same as that given by equation (15). For this case, clouds with µ c0 < 1/e have t core > τ Φ,c0 since τ Φ,c0 is again an e-folding timescale. This occurs in this limit because the mass density ρ n given by equation (11) is insensitive to the amount of mass within a flux tube (given by the column density σ n ). This is seen from equation (12), which implies that the fractional variation of the density δn n,c /n n,c is related to the fractional variation in column density δσ n,c /σ n,c by δn n,c n n,c = 2
where the last approximate equality is due to equation (13). For P ext → 0, it follows from (19) that δn n,c /n n,c → 2δσ n,c /σ n,c ≈ 2δµ c /µ c , i.e., the central density increases twice as fast as the column density and mass-toflux ratio.
In the opposite extreme,P ext → ∞, δn n,c /n n,c → 2(σ n,c /σ n,c0 )(δσ n,c /σ n,c0 )/P ext ≈ 2(µ c /µ c0 )(δµ c /µ c0 )/P ext → 0. For these models, n n,c is determined primarily by vertical confinement (compression) of the disk by the external bounding pressure P ext , and, as a result, there is little change in the density as the column density and mass-to-flux ratio increases in the central flux tubes. Since the density does not increase much in this case, neither does the degree of ionization and τ Φ,c is effectively constant as the cloud evolves; this follows from equation (10), which yields δτ Φ,c /τ Φ,c = −(1 − k)δn n,c /n n,c . (As noted earlier, k = 1 also yields δτ Φ,c = 0.) Figure 2 displays C(µ c0 ) for two model clouds with P ext = 20; one has k = 0.5 and the other k = 1. The high-pressure analytical result C(µ c0 ) = ln(1/µ c0 ), is a good approximation for these models. In summary, we have demonstrated that ambipolar diffusion driven evolution actually occurs less rapidly in regions of high external pressure, since the density, which is then determined to a great extent by the bounding pressure, increases less rapidly as the central mass-to-flux ratio increases.
Finally, before ending this subsection we make an important physical distinction. As described above, our new analysis shows that, for clouds with µ c0 ∼ 1, C(µ c0 ) = t core /τ Φ,c0 ≪ 1. Despite the fact that a core forms at a faster rate under these conditions (when compared to the uncorrected initial flux-loss timescale), it should not be considered to be dynamical. Recall that our results are obtained using a quasistatic approximation for the equation of motion of the neutrals during the core formation epoch, consistent with behavior seen in our detailed numerical simulations. Therefore, although the timescale for core formation in this situation is much less than that which would have been predicted by the "classical" expression for a core forming due to ambipolar diffusion (i.e., t core ≃ τ Φ,c0 ), it should not be taken to mean that the mass in the inner flux tubes is undergoing dynamical or accelerated collapse during this phase of evolution. As described in detail in the numerical simulations cited in § 1, magnetically-diluted collapse occurs within a supercritical core only after it forms, leading to star formation in an additional few τ ff .
Inclusion of Grain Collisional Friction
We now consider the effect of neutral-grain collisions. Here we restrict our analysis to standard models withP ext ≪ 1. Detailed discussion of the effects of grains (charged and neutral) on the evolution of selfconsistent model clouds is provided in CM93, CM94, and CM95. For typical grain sizes in dense molecular clouds (radii a ∼ > 10 −6 cm) the bulk of the grains have a charge −e, where e is the electronic charge. Moreover, as shown in CM93-95, rapid inelastic capture of ions and electrons on grains transfers momentum between charged and neutral grains, which can also result in effective coupling of the neutral grains to the magnetic field.
We again make use of the fact that the evolution due to ambipolar diffusion during the core formation epoch is well-approximated as being quasistatic. The motion of the neutrals is therefore given by
The latter term on the RHS of equation (20) is the force (per unit area) from neutral-grain collisions. The quantity τ ng is the neutral-grain collision time and ∆ g [≡ (v g − v n )/v D , where v g is the grain velocity] is the total magnetic attachment parameter of the grains, originally introduced in § 3.1.2 of CM93. ∆ g expresses the coupling of charged dust grains to the magnetic field: grains that are attached to magnetic field lines will have v g = v i , and, therefore, ∆ g = 1; in the opposite limit of unattached grains (due to collisions with neutrals), v g = v n and ∆ g = 0.
Equation (20) yields
As in the preceding section, in the limit r M → 0 it follows from equations (2) and (21) that
In the derivation of C(µ c0 ), the evaluation of the first term on the RHS of equation (22) -the contribution to the flux-loss timescale due to the ions alone (which would occur for ∆ g = 0 or τ ni /τ ng ≪ 1) -follows exactly as presented in § 2.1 above. We focus now on the second term on the RHS of equation (22). To determine its effect on C(µ c0 ) involves evaluating the integral
2 τ ng,c0
τ ng,c ∆ g,c .
(23) Simplification comes about since τ gr,c τ gr,c0 2 τ ng,c0
where n g is the density of grains and x g = n g /n n is the relative abundance of grains. In the reduction of equation (24), we have used equation (8) and the fact that the neutral-grain collision time
m g (≫ m n ) is the grain mass, and σw gn is the grainneutral collision rate, equal to πa 2 (8k B T /πm n ) 1/2 , where a is the radius of the grains, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the gas temperature. Further progress is made by using the analysis of CM96, who studied the effect of ambipolar diffusion on dust-to-gas ratio during the formation of cores. As CM96 described at length, ambipolar diffusion can reduce the abundance of grains in a core when the inwardly drifting neutrals "leave behind" the magnetic field lines and the grains that are attached to them. In particular, they showed that during the core formation epoch, ∆ g,c dµ ′ c /µ ′ c = −dx g,c /x g,c . Therefore, when ∆ g,c = 0 (corresponding to some degree of attachment of grains to the magnetic field), the relative abundance of grains decreases as the central mass-toflux ratio increases. 4 Using this relation, along with equation (24), the integral (23) becomes
where x g,cf is the abundance of grains in the central flux tubes at time t core , µ c = 1. CM96 (eq.
[11]) also showed that
where A g is a dimensionless quantity whose inverse is related to the strength of the attachment of charged grains to the magnetic field. Specifically, equations (7), (8), and (9a)-(b) of CM96 yield
and therefore, for A g → 0, ∆ g,c0 → 1 (grains are frozen to magnetic field lines), while, conversely for A g → ∞, ∆ g,c0 → 0 (grains are completely unattached). Numerically, [10]). For most situations of interest (10 −6 cm ∼ < a ∼ < 10 −5 cm, B z,c0 ∼ 10 µG, and T ≃ 10 K), A g ≪ 1.
We now have the necessary information to derive C(µ c0 ) in models clouds including the effect of grain friction. Combining equations (4b), (22), and (26)- (28), along with the results for the ion contributions described in § 2.1, we have, in the limitP ext ≪ 1,
Examination reveals that, in the limits (τ ni /τ ng ) c0 → 0 (dynamically unimportant dust grains), or A g → ∞ (grains are not well-coupled to field lines and move with the neutrals, thereby not retarding contraction), both equations (30a) and (30b) revert to the expressions found in § 2.1 due to the effects of ions alone, namely, equations (17) and (15). Furthermore, for most circumstances, because 10 −6 cm ∼ < a ∼ < 10 −5 cm, resulting in A g ≪ 1 (see eq.
[29]), clouds with 1 − µ c0 ≪ 1 have C(µ c0 ) ≈ 1 − µ c0 , just as we had found earlier.
Our derivation can be compared to numerical simulations of model clouds that account for the dynamical effects of grains. In model B of CM94 (see their § § 3.1 and 3.3), µ c0 = 0.26, B z,c0 = 35 µG, T = 10 K, x i,c0 = 2.0 × 10 −7 , x g,c0 = 7.1 × 10 −11 , and the radius of the grains a = 3.75 × 10 −6 cm. Inserting these values into the expressions for τ ni,c0 (eq.
[9]), τ ng,c0 (eq.
[25]), and A g (eq.
[29]), and taking k = 0.64 (see Fig. 4c of CM94), equation (30a) gives C(µ c0 ) = 0.86. In actuality, CM94 model B had C(µ c0 ) = t core /τ Φ,c0 = 0.92. Hence, our analytical expression for C(µ c0 ) is again in very good agreement with the results of detailed evolutionary calculations. The core formation timescale t core = C(µ c0 )τ Φ,c0 . Numerically, when the collisional effects of grains are accounted for, τ Φ,c0 is again given by equation (18), but multiplied by a factor 1 + τ ni τ ng c0
where equations (9) and (25) were used to evaluate τ ni,c0 and τ ng,c0 , and we also made the approximation A 2 g µ 4 c0 ≪ 1. In equation (31) we have used m g = 4πρ s a 3 /3, where ρ s is the density of the solid grain material, and also the relation x g,c0 = (m n /m g )χ g , where χ g is the dust-to-gas mass ratio normalized to the canonical value for the interstellar medium. From equations (30a) and (30b) it follows that clouds with µ c0 > 0.5 still have C(µ c0 ) ≪ 1, and therefore, t core ≪ τ Φ,c0 . For the values of τ Φ,c0 given by equations (18) and (31), depending on the properties of grains in those clouds, values of t core in the range 1 to 5 Myr are still likely.
RELEVANCE TO OBSERVATIONS
Our results reveal that dense cores may be regarded as an ensemble of objects which are closely clustered on either side of the subcritical-supercritical boundary, as implied by recent observations (Crutcher 1999) . The subcritical objects are still evolving due to ambipolar diffusion, and the supercritical objects have crossed the critical barrier and may show extended infall (e.g., the case of L1544; CB00). This picture seems consistent with the observation that only some cores show extended infall, and that even L1544 requires significant magnetic forces to keep the infall speeds to subsonic levels (CB00), given that it has little turbulent support. However, the mean lifetime for all the cores, from statistical studies, can still be ∼ < few Myr, due to the relatively short duration of the subcritical phase at the observed densities.
Statistical studies of dense cores, usually defined as regions in which the mean density n n ∼ > 10 4 cm −3 , since they excite the NH 3 (J, K) = (1, 1) line, reveal a lifetime ∼ 1 Myr for starless cores (Lee & Myers 1998; Jijina et al. 1999) . There are considerable uncertainties (at least of order one) in this determination, since the lifetimes are based upon a bootstrapping from inferred pre-main-sequence (PMS) lifetimes; the relative statistics of cores with embedded infrared sources to PMS sources yields a lifetime for the embedded phase, and the relative statistics of cores with and without embedded sources yields a lifetime for the starless phase. This is done under the assumption that the formation times of the cores are uncorrelated and uniformly spread in time up to the present. There is also a question as to whether the samples are complete, as many of them are biased toward cores that already contain stars, and regions that have already undergone considerable star formation activity.
A cautionary note regarding lifetimes comes from the submillimeter continuum studies of WardThompson et al. (1994 WardThompson et al. ( , 1999 . In all starless cores detected in the submillimeter regime, the inferred central density is in the range 10 5 cm −3 − 10 6 cm −3 , meaning that the cores have a much shorter gravitational contraction timescale than cores whose inferred central density is only 10 4 cm −3 . In particular, at a central density n n,c = 3 × 10 5 cm −3 , the spherical free-fall time τ ff,c = (3π/32Gρ n,c ) 1/2 = 6 × 10 4 yr, compared to 3 × 10 5 yr at a density 10 4 cm −3 . This means that if the submillimeter cores have a lifetime ∼ 1 Myr, then they live for ∼ 20 τ ff , making ambipolar diffusion very necessary at this stage (see Ward-Thompson et al. 1999 , who even conclude that some ambipolar diffusion models evolve too rapidly). The resolution to this apparent discrepancy can only come if it is demonstrated that the submillimeter cores represent a small subset of the ammonia cores, and high resolution studies establish that most of the ammonia cores actually have central densities close to 10 4 cm −3 . A complete sample of starless cores (with high angular resolution) is thus very necessary before drawing definitive conclusions about lifetimes.
Another caution against preliminary conclusions about the timescale for protostellar evolution comes from a recent study by Kontinen et al. (2000) , who measured the abundances of various molecular species in two dense cores: the starless, prestellar core Cr A C located in Coronae Australis, and the Cha MMS1 core in the Chamaleon I dark cloud, which contains a class 0 source. Comparing the results of their observational study with time dependent chemical evolution models, they argue that Cr A C exhibits 'later time chemistry' than that which is seen in the Cha MMS1 core. Kontinen et al. suggest, as one possibility, that the reason the Cr A C core appears to be chemically or chronologically older than the more physically evolved Cha MMS1 core is due to the Coronae Australis cloud having had a longer ambipolar diffusion timescale than in Chamaleon I. Of course, based on our discussion in this paper, differences in the ambipolar diffusion and core formation timescales between these two parent clouds may reflect differences in the values of µ c0 (and, thus, C(µ c0 )), as well as disparities in x i,c0 and the initial central dust abundance x g,c0 (which could result from variations in the local cosmic-ray ionization rate ζ CR and/or dust grain properties -see CM98 for a discussion on how the fractional abundances of charged particles depend on these particular quantities), which would fix the value of τ Φ,c0 (see eqs.
[18] and [31]) in each cloud.
Finally, it is of interest to note that the recent Zeeman measurements cited above seem to indicate that the mass-to-flux ratio in some molecular clouds is comparable to the critical value for collapse. That it is so close to the critical value likely indicates the important role of magnetic fields in the formation, support, and evolution of molecular clouds. Unfortunately, since a rigorous and comprehensive theory for the formation of molecular clouds from out of the diffuse interstellar medium is still lacking (clearly an astrophysical problem of some importance, yet outside the purview of our present study), 5 more definitive statements about the specific nature of µ c0 and why it takes on values ∼ 1 for observed clouds cannot be made at this time. However, our lack of knowledge as to why µ c0 may take on certain values does not affect our analysis in this paper (nor our previously published models and parameter studies, cited in § 1), as we have formulated our result in such a way that it can be applied to all subcritical (µ c0 ≤ 1) clouds or cloud fragments.
SUMMARY
In this paper we have reexamined the formation of protostellar cores by ambipolar diffusion in magnetically supported interstellar molecular clouds. Starting from basic principles, and utilizing the results of detailed numerical simulations, we have derived an analytical relation for the timescale for the formation of supercritical cores t core within initially subcritical clouds as a function of µ c0 , the initial central massto-flux ratio in units of the critical value for gravitational collapse. The resulting expression is given simply by t core = C(µ c0 )τ Φ,c0 , where τ Φ,c0 is the initial central flux-loss timescale, and the dimensionless factor C(µ c0 ) is the initial flux constant of a cloud. Our analytical expressions are found to be in excellent agreement with the results of detailed numerical simulations of core formation by ambipolar diffusion in disk-like model molecular clouds, including a recent model presented by Ciolek & Basu (2000) that accurately reproduces the density and velocity structure within the L1544 protostellar core. Our analysis has also included the dynamical effects of interstellar dust grains, which is also found to agree well with our earlier numerical models.
We have derived simple, yet accurate expressions for C(µ c0 ), valid for all µ c0 ≤ 1. A strict upper limit C(µ c0 ) ≤ ln(1/µ c0 ) is obtained. Clouds with µ c0 ≪ 1 generally have C(µ c0 ) ∼ 1, and therefore t core ≈ τ Φ,c0 , in agreement with the early analysis by Mouschovias (1979) . However, clouds with µ c0 ∼ > 0.5 have C(µ c0 ) ≪ 1, thereby substantially reducing t core with respect to τ Φ,c0 . Clouds with these values of µ c0 , which seem to be indicated in certain regions by recent OH Zeeman observations, have numerical values of t core ∼ < few Myr. Hence, the evidence for comparably short timescales for protostellar collapse and evolution (e.g., Jijina et al. 1999; Lee & Myers 1999) is not in disagreement with a picture in which observed dense cores are either somewhat subcritical (and evolving towards the critical value due to ambipolar diffusion) or are already somewhat supercritical and have started accelerated or dynamical collapse.
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